TOWN OF WINDSOR
AGENDA REPORT
Town Council Meeting Date: January 15, 2020
To:
From:
Subject:

Mayor and Town Council
Ken MacNab, Town Manager
Downtown Windsor Parking Study

Recommendations to Council:
1. Receive presentation and accept the 2019 Downtown Windsor Parking Study prepared by
Nelson Nygaard, dated December 2019.
2. Direct staff to proceed with evaluation and/or implementation of the “Pre-SMART” parking
management strategies as recommended in the Downtown Windsor Parking Study document.
Background:
The increasing popularity of downtown Windsor, the prospect of a significant amount of new
residential and commercial development activity and the anticipated arrival of SMART
commuter rail service in late 2021 have led to a need to study and prepare for managing future
parking demands. As part of the Town’s FY2017-18 and 2018-19 budget process, the Town
Council directed staff to proceed with a downtown parking study and budgeted funds for
consultant assistance and implementation.
In Spring, 2018, the Community Development Department applied for and was awarded a
Planned Development Area Staffing Assistance Planning Grant from the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC). The Staffing Assistance grant, supplemented by funding
from the Town, funded preparation of the Downtown Windsor Parking Study being presented by
this report. The consulting firm of Nelson Nygaard of San Francisco, in coordination with Town
staff, lead preparation of the study. Nelson Nygaard is a recognized leader in planning for all
areas of transportation and has extensive experience in conducting parking studies.
An overview of the Downtown Windsor Parking Study will be provided by Nelson Nygaard at
the meeting. Staff is seeking Council’s input and direction on proceeding with implementation
of the Study’s recommended measures.
Discussion:
The following is a summary of information contained in the Downtown Windsor Parking Study
(Attachment 1). This information will be supplemented with a presentation from Nelson
Nygaard during the meeting.
Overview
The purpose of the Downtown Windsor Parking Study (“Study”) is to assess existing and future
parking conditions within the downtown area and establish strategies for meeting future parking
demands. A map of the Study Area is provided in Attachment 2.
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The Study includes an assessment of travel to downtown by all modes of transportation; an
inventory of existing parking supply and usage characteristics; projection of future parking
demands; identification of strategies and programs for optimizing efficient use of existing
parking supply and increasing parking supply in the future; and identification of transportation
demand management that could reduce the demand for parking.
A review of previously prepared Town planning documents was conducted to gain a greater
understanding of the existing parking, transportation, and land use contexts particular to
Downtown Windsor as well as the Town’s policy and planning interests, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown Parking Planning Study (2009)
Windsor Station Area / Downtown Specific Plan (2013)
Town of Windsor 2040 General Plan (2018)
Connecting Central Windsor (2018)
Windsor Civic Center Visioning Plan (2017)
Old Red Going Green (2008)
Complete Street Design Guidelines (2013)
Windsor Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan (2017)
Class I Bicycle and Pedestrian Trails Study (2018)

During preparation, the community was engaged at several points throughout the study process,
including four stakeholder meetings, two public workshops, and a community survey on parking
issues. Based on comments received from stakeholders and the community, the following
interests provided the basis for the formulation of the Studies recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep Windsor a friendly place to visit.
Alleviate congestion in the downtown.
Support/anticipate continued growth.
Incorporate multimodality and educate the public about the benefits/trade-offs.
Incorporate forward thinking micro-mobility solutions.
Support/Integrate stakeholder and user accountability.
Right size land and resources committed to parking.
Manage parking appropriately/more efficiently.
Develop educational tools for the community.
Look at financial mechanisms to fund downtown parking improvements.

KEY FINDINGS
Existing Conditions
The Study Area contains a total of 1,949 spaces, two-thirds of which is located off-street. The
Town of Windsor manages the on-street supply of parking, as well as multiple off-street lots in
within the Study Area, including the Civic Center. On-street and Town-owned off-street parking
spaces are free and generally unlimited with respect to the length of time spaces can be parked
in.
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The remaining parking supply is managed by the respective private owner each off-street facility.
These spaces are considered “restricted” because they are subject to private property owner
controls and restrictions. 84% of the total parking supply in Downtown is restricted from regular
public use.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 below show that parking is generally very hard to find in most of central
Downtown Windsor in the afternoon and during special events. Supply ranges from 28% to 72%
full depending on time of day and location.
FIGURE 1 – WEEKDAY PARKING OCCUPANCY AT NOON
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FIGURE 2 – WEEKEND PARKING OCCUPANCY AT 2 P.M.

During special event parking, parking occupancy is significantly higher than baseline periods 71% total, 89% on-street, vs. 40%. During the Summer Nights on the Green concert series, it is
common for “spillover” parking to occur in the residential neighborhood adjacent to the core
Downtown area. The high demand for parking also leads to people “creating” parking spaces
where they do not exist.
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FIGURE 3 – SUMMER NIGHT ON THE GREEN PARKING OCCUPANCY

Impacts of Future Growth on Downtown Parking
Downtown Windsor does not represent typical suburban development. The interesting and
diverse mix of land uses, planned SMART commuter rail station, walkable environment, active
small-scale retail, and growing local dining scene helps enhance Downtown Windsor’s local feel.
Customers, employees, and residents can visit multiple destinations on foot and only park once, a
concept known as “internal capture.” For example, an employee at the Town of Windsor who
walks from the office with a colleague to buy a coffee at Café Noto is an “internally captured”
trip which does not require its own parking space. Downtown Windsor’s systems of sidewalks,
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bike lanes, and transit lines offer travel options to help reduce the number of people who drive
for every downtown trip.
To more accurately model downtown parking activity, an adapted shared parking model was
used to determine how much parking would be needed based on how much parking can be
shared between land uses and people (customers, employees, visitors) visiting multiple
destinations (depending on the scenario and timeframe). This approach is preferable to a more
traditional approach, which relies on a cumulative designated supply for each individual use
based on the highest parking demand for that use. The traditional approach does not account any
fluctuations in demand by time of day, and results in parking being overbuilt – especially in
places like Downtown Windsor where there are multiple mixed uses within an easy walking
distance of one another. The shared parking approach accounts for actual parking demand
changes by use and by time of day. This results in a peak demand measurement that is much
lower than the traditional approach, and therefore can reduce the likelihood of overbuilding
parking.
When modelling the shared scenario for all land uses in Downtown Windsor (excluding new
residential parking spaces which are presumed to be provided on site as part of new
development), the peak parking demand is estimated at 1,683 spaces, exceeding the parking
supply (1,365 spaces) expected to be created by new/anticipated future development. This
results in a projected deficit/gap of 318 spaces (see Figure 4 below).
FIGURE 4 – MODELLED PEAK DEMAND ESTIMATES – WEEKDAY
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When taking the outcomes of this result and then applying a reduction in parking demand due to
likely increases in alternative transportation modes, ridesharing and transportation demand
management (TDM) programs, it is estimated that future peak parking demand in Downtown
will be reduced by approximately 192 spaces to 1,491 spaces, bringing the net gap between
supply and demand estimates to 126 spaces (see Figure 5 below).
FIGURE 5 – MODELLED PEAK DEMAND ESTIMATES WITH TDM – WEEKDAY

Conclusions
•

There is an anticipated deficit from approximately 192 to 318 parking spaces depending upon
the scenario (with or without Transportation Demand Management (TDM).

•

If no TDM policy/program intervention is made to incentivize trip reduction, demand may
exceed available supply.

•

If no policy/program intervention is made to open up restricted parking supplies to become
available for the general public, parking demands in the western and northern areas of the
Study Area could exceed available supply.

•

Downtown Windsor should expect a growth in transit and non-driving access to the
Downtown in the future, lessening parking demand for both events and business as usual.
This is due to the imminent opening of the SMART station, a current trend of Sonoma
County municipalities funding fare-free circulator transit service (e.g., Healdsburg and
Sebastopol), and regional and local interest in creating partnerships to increase transit service
delivery (either via coordinating underutilized assets such as school buses or developing
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“flex” routes which combine fixed stops with demand-responsive stops). However,
complementary parking management policies will be necessary to ensure that parking
demand does not spillover during times of peak demand.
•

Event parking has proven to be highly taxing on Town-wide parking supply, particularly onstreet, creating severe local congestion and limiting access to local businesses. However,
there is still significant untapped unshared supply during events as well as nearby satellite
parking. Rather than invest in a capital project that will compound local traffic congestion,
the issues are more likely to be solved via an event management solution. This includes the
opening of the future SMART train station, expansion of the event shuttle, the potential
addition or reintroduction of free transit service, bike valet and leasing of private parking
among other incentives.

•

It is advisable to free up the existing parking assets first, before committing limited capital
resources to new parking facilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS
In response to community interests, existing conditions and future demand analysis, travel
behaviors and state-of-the-art practices for a dense, compact mixed-use downtown environment
such as Windsor’s, the following strategic goals have been identified and serve as the basis for
recommended strategies for managing parking in Downtown.
1. Shift Demand – Even the distribution of vehicles among all parking options and
locations.
2. Reduce Demand – Reduce supply needs and balancing modes of access in favor of
vibrant, walkable-urban environments.
3. Expand Capacity – Focus first on expanding existing facilities to avoid the cost and
physical impact of constructing new supplies.
4. Event Management – Identification of tools for event management that ease constraints
on “everyday” parking resources during intense-demand conditions.
5. Coordinated Management – Policies, practices, and operations that optimize system-wide
management and synergies with complementary programs and activities.
6. Expand Supply - Following the recommendations to expand existing capacities within
parking facilities, there may still be a need to thoughtfully Expand Supplies of public
parking. The imperative is that the parking is publicly-accessible and accommodating of
multiple users and modes (such as people seeking a charging station for electric vehicles
or a long-term space for their bicycle). Ultimately, expanding supplies of public parking
would be in lieu of parking reserved for a particular development or set of land uses.
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Specific strategies have been organized into three categories: policies, mobility measures and
code changes. Strategies are also organized by time frame: Pre-SMART (0 to 2 years); MediumTerm (2 to 4 years); and Long Term (4+ years). A summary of recommended strategies by time
frame is provided in Table 1 below. Strategies are described in detail on pages 51 through 72 of
the Study document (Attachment 1).
TABLE 1 – SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED PARKING STRATEGIES

Preferred Timeline

Code

Recommendation

Pre-SMART
(Within the Next Two Years)

P1

Time Limits at Premium Spaces in Zone 1

P2

Develop Parking Enforcement

P3

Performance-Based Parking Program

P4

Paid Daily Reserved Parking for SMART

P5

Open Spaces to Downtown Patrons

P6

Preferential Carpool/Vanpool Spaces

P7

Expand On-Street Parking Supply (Employee Parking)

P8

Expand Parking Supply for Bicyclists

M1

Expand Parking Wayfinding System

C3

Increased Bike Parking Requirements

C4

Parking Performance Guidelines

C6

Enforcement Code

Pre-SMART and Medium-Term
(Within the Next Four Years)

M2

Employee-Focused Mobility Services

Medium-Term
(Two to Four Years from Now)

P7

Expand On-Street Parking Supply

M3

Expand Sidewalk Network

C1

Shared Access Parking District

C2

New TDM Ordinance for Downtown

C5

Restructure Parking Reduction Permissions

Medium-Term to Long-Term
(Two or Greater Years from Now)

P9

Event Parking Management

Long-Term
(Four or Greater Years from Now)

P10

Expand Off-Street Parking Supply

M4

Prepare for the Future of Mobility

Staff recommends that the Town Council authorize staff to proceed with evaluation and/or
implementation of the “Pre-SMART” strategies recommended in the Study.
Fiscal Impact:
The recommended action (implementation of “Pre-SMART” strategies) will require General
Fund expenditures ranging from sign installation to recruitment, training and deployment of
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parking enforcement personnel. The Town’s adopted budget for FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21
includes funding for parking enforcement activities. If it is determined that additional funding is
needed to carry out the recommended Pre-SMART strategies staff will return to Town Council
with a request for a budget amendment.
Environmental Review:
The recommended action is not in-and-of-itself a “project” pursuant to California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15378 since it does not result in a physical change in the
environment. Future project-specific environmental review will be conducted prior to the
approval of any capital project if/as necessary.
Attachments:
1. Draft Downtown Windsor Parking Study
2. Map of Study Area

Prepared and Recommended by:
Ken MacNab
Town Manager
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